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Overview:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Publishers – self or other
Legal issues – copyright, ABN & GST
ISBN, CiP, CAL, Lending Rights
Software options
Trials and proofreading
Printing & recording
Promotion & sales
Language issues
Fonts & layout

1. To go alone or …
•
•
•

Royalties – the publisher has final control over content, layout etc and pays
creator/s a small % fee for each copy sold.
Paid to write – the publisher also has control over content, format etc and pays
creator/s an hourly rate for work done.
Do it yourself – the creator/s do all the work, make all the decisions and take all the
responsibility and whatever profits (or losses) eventuate.

2. Copyright, ABN & GST
•

Do your employers own your work?
If you are a teacher and use your work in your classroom, your employers can
legitimately claim that, since you are paid for your preparation & teaching, they own
the materials you create.
We consulted the QTU, who referred us to their lawyers, whose advice was to write
a formal letter to our principal or director explaining that we planned to write some
reading materials for publication and asking for permission to trial them in our

•

•

classes.
It was only once we had written permission (carefully stored in a bank safe deposit
packet) that we took the draft work into our classrooms.
Do you need an ABN?
Not unless you anticipate turning over at least $75,000 p.a. Below this the Tax
Office considers your endeavour a hobby, rather than a business
What about the GST?
In this situation we pay GST for our printing etc. and cannot recoup it from the
ATO. This keeps us completely out of the GST paperwork cycle.
We provide bookshops and schools with a "Statement by Supplier", which explains
why we do not have an ABN.
We declare any profit we make as income when we do our normal income tax returns.

3. ISBN (International Standard Book Number)

This is the identifying number for the work which libraries, bookshops etc use.
You buy ISBNs from Thorpe-Bowker in Australia: https//myidentifiers.com.au
2015 prices:
$42 for 1
$84 for 10
$460 for 100
Thorpe-Bowker also sell barcodes and provide information on ebook publishing and a lot of
other useful publishing information

4. CiP (Cataloguing in Publishing)

This is a free service from nla (National Library of Australia): www.nla.gov.au/cip.
Get your ISBN first. Then fill in the CiP form online.
This gets you into the library catalogue system, gives you Dewy classification number & a
basic description of your work to include on the page with all the copyright information in
your publication.

5. Legal Deposits

You are obliged to send a free copy to:
• National library of Australia
• Thorpe-Bowker (ISBN people)
• Your State Library
• Your state Parliamentary Library
Nothing happens if you don't provide these copies but it is in your interests to have your
works in these libraries.

6. CAL (Copyright Agency Ltd)

Join online – it’s free and very useful. www.copyright.com.au
CAL has a licensing arrangement with educational institutes & government departments
where they conduct those irritating photocopying & downloading surveys. They have a

complex formula to calculate the payments to creators and publishers whose work is
"captured" in the surveys. In 2012-13 CAL paid out $127 million to people like us.
Register your works with them. Dorothy & I receive anything from a few $100 to several
$1,000 each year. CAL also has useful free seminars on copyright issues from time to
time.

7. PLR & ELR (Public & Educational Lending Rights)

Federal Government scheme to compensate creators for sales lost through library
borrowing: http//lendingrights.arts.gov.au
I have no idea how it works but it's worth registering. From time to time we receive small
payments from them (up to a couple of $100).

8. Software

There is a whole range of options these days. I'm lazy & impatient about this sort of thing
and hate learning to use new software. For complex layout, I still use Word 2003! because
I find it's less “opinionated” than later versions.
Whatever software you use, you'll probably have to resave your work as pdf’s for your
printer.
(For conference presentations I also resave Powerpoints into pdf ‘s because they hold
images in place and retain unusual fonts which are not loaded onto the computer provided
at conference venues.)

9. Trials & proofreading
•
•

•
•
•

Sometimes we trial ourselves.
We look for teachers with low level classes through a range of age groups (junior
primary, upper primary, secondary, adult). We give a complimentary copy of the
published work to teachers who help in this way.
We often receive excellent suggestions from teachers who trial the books.
You need a VERY good team of proofreaders – real nitpickers.
I distribute the more-or-less completed texts to the proofreaders a few weeks
before we hold our big proofreading session, where we work together throughout
one whole day. I cook them lunch and we also give them a complimentary copy of the
final work.

10. Printing, recording & burning discs
•

•

Small operators need a printer who will do very small print runs at reasonable prices.
We use Griffith University’s Uniprint. They do however many or few copies we want
at fixed price/page. They keep our books on file so that we can ring to get more
printed whenever we need them.
This saves us paying out large amounts of money and needing clean, dry, insect-free
storage for large quantities of books.
For sound recordings you need a recording studio. We use radio 4EB, the ethnic
radio station in Brisbane. We also believe that it is necessary to use EAL/D

•

teacher/s for reading & singing to make sure the speed and enunciation are
appropriate to the language levels of our students.
Disk burning – same requirements as printer. We use QldDisc.com.

11. Promotion & Sales
•
•
•

•
•
•

Time consuming
We use conferences, PD sessions, newsletter articles, reviews. We collect email
addresses to distribute information about new books.
Visits to schools, TAFEs etc are generally very productive but you need to set up
appointments with relevant teachers beforehand. I always stress that it doesn’t
matter if the teacher has no budget at the time because at some stage in the
future they may be able to buy.
Local radio interviews can be useful if you can arrange them.
Libraries are often interested in buying books for EAL/D and literacy/numeracy
students and teachers.
Bookshops appreciate bookmarks, publication lists, and sometimes organise talks in
their shops.

12. Language issues

For me these are the most interesting & intellectually challenging part of the process. My
comments here apply to writing for learners with the lowest levels of English language
and/or English literacy.

a) Avoid abstracts – can you demonstrate or illustrate?
e.g., Australian Government p.2

In Australia
the people choose
the government.

or

Money Problems , Fact Sheets, p.26 Workbook
Guarantee, warranty
Sometimes there is something wrong with the thing you buy.
Maybe it is broken (but you did not break it.)
Maybe it does not work.

Then the shop must give your money back
or give you a new thing.
(You choose the money or the new thing.)
b) Vocabulary
•
•

•

We set out to use mainly known words
However, we deliberately include some new words because we need to expand
student vocabulary slowly & steadily. As far as practicable we choose words which
are easy to explain, demonstrate or illustrate.
I use dictionaries to help find appropriate words. My favourites are:

Oxford Advanced learners
Oxford Elementary Learners
Australian Learners (from Macquarie)

•

I aim to have a majority of words, which are easy to decode; the best choices are
short and regularly spelt. However, occasionally using a more difficult word is not
major problem. A polysyllabic word can be a satisfying challenge if it's broken into
syllables;
e.g., de/moc/ra/cy (Australian Government, p.25)

c) Avoid passives
From The Great South Land, Second Edition, p.13

Most of the people
on these ships were prisoners.
We call them convicts.
(Not: They are called convicts.)

d) Format
• Chunk for meaning (Don't allow the computer to break up a phrase.)
p.20

The newcomers tried
to grow food
but did not know how to farm
in a hot place.
They were hungry.

• Very few sentences/page

p.19

The Aborigines knew how to find
food in Australia.

The men hunted animals.

The women found
fruit and vegetables.
e) Fonts

Over the years we have tried various plain, sans serif fonts with:
plain a (not a) and g (not g) and distinction between lower case l and upper case I
 We started with Century Gothic, which was good apart from the problem with l & I.
 Then we moved to Qld Compact Bold (set on expanded)
$30 for individual use, $60 for a whole school staff use from www.schoolfonts.com
This font and other Australian school fonts are produced by a group of teachers in
NT who use the profits for projects in remote NT Aboriginal schools.




Now we've started using Dyslexie a (set on condensed) which cost about €60 from
www.dyslexiefont.com This font was designed by a Dutch dyslexic graphic artist,
who explains on their website the distinctive features of the font and the reasons
behind each. It makes for interesting reading. We would welcome any comments
teachers have on its use in our last two packages
(Cousins: Koala & Wombat and The Great South Land, Second Edition).
The best standard Microsoft font is Comic Sans

f) General layout
•

•

•
•
•

No fancy arrangements of text. Stick with:
left to right
straight lines
top to bottom of page
No dialogue bubbles
No handwritten bits
No distracting graphics
Standard, traditional punctuation & capitals to help with meaning
NO BLOCKS OF UPPER CASE which are harder to read
Illustrations to add to or clarify meaning, not merely to decorate the page

g) We write at 3 levels with


Gradually increasing linguistic & content demands

Fonts which change from very plain (Comic Ssans, Qld Compact Bold or Dyslexie a)
to standard serif (Times New Roman) and from large (at least 16 pt) to smaller
(down to 12pt)
We recommend starting at the students' comfort zone. Next use the corresponding
exercises from the Workbook to consolidate vocabulary, sentence structure,
comprehension, listening skills.
Then try to push the students' boundaries by moving on to the next level of text, which
has the scaffolding of the same illustrations and familiarity with subject matter.


Examples:

Easy p.2 The Great South land Second Edition - Dyslexie 16 pt

Medium p.25 The Great South Land Second Edition -Times New Roman 14 or 15 pt

Hard p.48 The Great South land Second Edition -Times New Roman 12 or 13 pt

Our books to date
(+ TELLS’ Everyday Australian English Picture Dictionary)
Reading packages with reader at 3 levels,
a workbook with additional teacher background notes and exercises at 3 levels,
and a sound CD.

Numeracy &
literacy

Teaching Refugees

Questions or comments to
davidson.hazel@gmail.com

Spelling

